
Assemblywoman Melissa Melendez 

c/o Sam Spencer, Legislative Director  FAX 916-319-2167 

April 5, 2013 

Dear Assembly members, 

AB 813 fills a gaping hole in California Election Code.  Many code provisions written 
before contemporary computerized vote-counting (which includes opti-scanning 
our paper ballots in California) are archaic. 

The code provision mandating registrars to post a Statement of the Vote in one place 
is such a provision. Its intention is to guard vote-count numbers from tampering in 
smoke-filled back rooms.  CA election code gives citizens the right to view all 
election processes. But the practical application of citizen oversight has become 
difficult; it now requires digital data-reading. 

Citizens seeking Statement of the Vote in digital form have found that CA counties 
vary widely in compliance with the letter and spirit of the law assuring CA citizens 
of elections oversight.  Some registrars resist giving information. Some provide the 
SOV in formats that don’t convert to spreadsheets, which is the best way to examine 
numbers and spot anomalies.  

AB 813 corrects this problem by clarifying how Registrars can comply with CA 
election code’s assurance of citizen oversight of elections - in this case, examining 
the Statement of the Vote - and sets a statewide standard.   

 Opposition to this bill should be closely questioned.  Obstacles to citizen oversight 
of elections data drive democracy deeper into digital “smoke-filled back rooms.”  
And since many counties do, already, provide citizens with Statements of the Vote in 
convertible form (“delimited text file” is computer-ese for documents that will easily 
translate into a variety of formats) any protests of undue hardship, financial or 
otherwise, on the part of county elections officials, should be met with skepticism.  

Thank you for improving transparency, security, and confidence in California 
elections.  Our state has already become a national beacon of Election Integrity 
because it abandoned all-digital machines and retained the paper ballot as the legal 
ballot of record that must be counted. 

Sincerely, 

Name and address 

 


